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A great workout for the brain, these clever and humorous puzzles feature a series of mixed-up

words coupled with a cartoon.
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The total price (w/shipping & taxes) was $12.48 for this puzzle book. Ballpark, that's less than

$0.07/each per puzzle. Not too bad for entertainment in these times (not being that "clever", I tend

to get more for my money since it probably takes me longer to solve them). There are "Classic",

"Daily" and "Challenger" puzzles and "Answers". I'm older and I like the fact that the puzzles are

large print so I don't need reading glasses while I'm solving them. I would also highly recommend

the Jumbo Jumble, "A Big Book for Big Fans" which has 500 puzzles. I just completed it recently. It

was a gift from my son and think it ran him about $20.00 (not including shipping & taxes). That's

about $0.04/per puzzle. Hope this "review" is helpful.

I love to do these, but I was expecting 3 smaller size books when I ordered. Wanted something to



carry in my purse. These are large print, and easy on the eyes, and ''''brain stimulating" and

interresting, but not as I was expecting.

As I sit at work some days...................BORED in slow times. I do the jumble from the local paper.

When I discovered that there could be a HUGE book of jumble I jumped on it. It was at my house in

less than 4 days.............Quick delivery and came as described. Would recommend this seller to

anyone

i had been looking everywhere for a jumble book and finally found some on .. this one looked cool

so i ordered it for a gift and it's perfect!! each page has a different puzzle with the picture just like on

the cover, great price for a great book..

to big for me to hold

Purchased as a gift for my wife. She has done 10 of these books so far and still enjoys the

challenge.

These are just like the ones in the paper. I. Ought them for my 90 year old grandma, who has a hard

time seeing. She had no trouble, and in no time was asking if I could get her any more this large.

Very satisfied with this.

My husband was thrilled to receive this as he enjoys working the word jumble in the daily

newspaper. He did find these word jumbles a little harder than those in the newspaper. All in all, a

great gift for someone who enjoys this kind of brain activity.
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